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Ideomotor apraxia without aphasia and aphasia
without apraxia: the anatomical support for a

double dissociation

Costanza Papagno, Sergio Della Sala, Anna Basso

Abstract
This study aimed to verify the existence of
a double aphasialapraxia dissociation.
Apraxic patients without aphasia and
aphasic patients without apraxia were
included in a consecutive series ofpatients
with cortical or subcortical CT docu-
mented vascular lesions in the left hemi-
sphere. Of 699 patients, 10 were found to
be apraxic but not aphasic and 149 aphasic
but not apraxic. These findings indicate an
aphasialapraxia double dissociation. This
suggests that praxis and language make
use of two different, partly overlapping
networks.

(J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 1993;56:286-289)
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The term "apraxia" encompasses various dis-
orders affecting the purposeful execution of
deliberate movements which cannot be
explained by elementary motor-sensory defi-
cits, perceptual and comprehension impair-
ment or severe mental deterioration.
Ideomotor apraxia is a form of apraxia in
which the implementation of the gesture in a
precise motor programme is disrupted. In
right handed subjects ideomotor apraxia is
associated with lesions in the left hemisphere2 3

which is also dominant for language and has
therefore often been associated with aphasia.
Ajuriaguerra et al 4 reported that 90% of
patients with ideomotor apraxia also had apha-
sia. Conversely 32 of 60 (53%) aphasic
patients5 were also apraxic.
The association between aphasia and

apraxia is often due to the encroachment of the
lesion upon contiguous structures, differen-
tially specialised for language and praxis.'
Aphasia has often been reported in the absence
of apraxia5 which supports this theory. The
opposite pattern (apraxia without aphasia) has
rarely been reported.
Liepmann6 (quoted by Ajuriaguerra et al 4)

reported 7 non-aphasic patients with poorly
specified disturbances of praxis, 6 of whom
had right hemiplegia and therefore presumably
a left-hemisphere lesion. Recently, Goodglass
and Kaplan7 reported 5 mildly apraxic though
non-aphasic patients with left brain damage,
Heilman et al8 reported a non-aphasic, right
handed man who was examined three months
after a left-hemisphere stroke who showed
ideomotor apraxia and agraphia, and Selnes et
ae described a patient with transient fluent
aphasia with an auditory comprehension defi-
cit and persistent apraxia and dysgraphia three

years after frontoparietal ischaemia. Selnes et
allo described an 81 year old right handed
man, affected by myasthenia gravis who, one
month after a massive left-hemisphere stroke,
showed marked limb apraxia coupled with
dyscalculia, right neglect, anosognosia, agra-
phia but no aphasia, except for mild dysno-
mia.
One apraxic patient out of 40 non-aphasic

subjects with left brain damage was reported
by De Renzi et al.5 Agostoni et al" described a
patient (case 5) who sustained an ischaemic
lesion of the internal capsule and caudate
nucleus, and was not aphasic. To find support
for the notion of dissociability between aphasia
and apraxia, Kertesz et al'3 studied a series of
143 patients who had sustained a cortical or
subcortical stroke of the left-hemisphere and
who had been examined at least three months
afterwards. In 2 severe and 7 moderate aphasic
patients, praxis was spared and in one case of
mild aphasia, praxis was moderate. Kertesz et
all3 did not observe apraxia in non-aphasic
patients. Junque et all4 reported a right handed
patient who had ideomotor apraxia but not
aphasia, after a massive left-hemisphere infarc-
tion. Recently Della Sala et all' reported a
patient (case 29) with apraxia and without
aphasia in a series of patients with left hemi-
sphere subcortical lesions.

In this study we aimed to verify the existence
of a double dissociation between aphasia and
apraxia. For this purpose we systematically
searched for apraxic non-aphasic subjects and
vice versa in a consecutive series of patients
with cortical or subcortical left-hemisphere
vascular lesions.

Material and methods
Subjects
Among the patients examined at the Aphasia
Unit at Milan University between 1979 and
1988, we selected the 699 right handed
patients with CT documented vascular lesion
in the left-hemisphere (CT without enhance-
ment performed at least 15 days after the
stroke).

Neuropsychological investigation
All subjects had the following neuropsycho-
logical examination at different intervals after
stroke:
1) Ideomotor apraxia
A 24 item test for ideomotor apraxia, which
consists of half nonsymbolic and half symbolic
movements, half requiring the holding of a
static position and half the execution of motor
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Table I Apraxic non-aphasic subjects

Lesion site Interval Stroke- TT IMA
Education Examination (0-36) (0-72

Number Age Sex (years) L R (days) cut-of ) 29) cut-off>53)

1 54 M 7 Fr-WM Pcort-Subc. 61 30 52
2 60 M 4 P-WM 80 32 51
3* 68 M 17 Fr-P-WM 14 29 51
4 39 M 5 Fr-WM 180 33 49

genu IC
5 56 M 13 Fr-P-WM Fr-P-WM 976 31 45
6 77 M 8 T-WM 30 29 42
7 60 M 7 head NC WM 22 30 40
8 63 F 10 Fr-P-WM, T 34 34 43
9 63 F 8 Fr-P 55 32 37
10 59 F 5 head CN(I) PO(I) 30 29 36

P (H)

Key: CN = nucleus caudatus, F = female, Fr = frontal, H = haemorrhage, I = ischaemia, IC = internal capsule, IMA = ideomotor
apraxia, L = left, M = male, 0 = occipital, P = parietal, R = right, T = temporal, 1T = Token Test,WM = white matter
* Case 29 in Della Sala et al'

sequences, half to be performed with the whole
hand, and half with the fingers only. The
patient is asked to imitate the movement
shown by the examiner with the hand ipsi-
lateral to the lesion. Performance is scored,
3,2,1,0, depending on whether it is correct on
the first, second or third presentation or
unsuccessful. The total ranges from a worst of
0 to a best of 72.5
2) Language examination
A test of language comprehension, the Token
Test. The score ranges from 0 to 36.12 A
complete standard language examination."6
This includes subtests of production, compre-
hension, repetition, writing and reading of
both words and sentences. Scores are given as
a percentage of correct responses.

Procedure
Double dissociation is a standard procedure in
neuropsychology,'7 18 which enables one to
infer that there is a difference in the set of
separable subsystems used by two functions.'9
To avoid the bias of resource artefacts'9 we
decided to use a more stringent criteria than
the above/below cut-off value separation. We
selected patients with an ideomotor apraxia
score less than 53, which was the worst score
found in a group of 187 controls20 and which
corresponds to the 95% outer tolerance limit
of the normal population. When these subjects
had a TT score equal or greater than the cut-
off (= 29) (5% of the normal population is
expected to fall below this number"2) and had
a normal language examination,16 we con-
sidered them to be apraxic and non-aphasic.

Table 2 Standard Language Examination scores of the apraxic non-aphasic patients
(n=10)

Production Comprehension Repetition Writing Reading

Number W S W S W S W S W S

1 95 50 100 100 100 100 100 100 90 100
2 60 40 100 100 90 50 80 60 100 90
3 90 70 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
4 95 50 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
5 95 50 100 90 100 100 95 80 100 100
6 100 85 95 100 100 100 - - 100 100
7 100 50 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
8 97 50 100 80 100 100 100 80 100 100
9 100 90 100 80 100 100 80 30 100 100
10 87 70 100 90 80 80 70 0 90 100

W = word; S = sentence
Scores are marked out of a total of 100

We defined subjects as aphasic and non-
apraxic subjects if they scored 24 or less on the
Token Test. Only 2 out of 215 normal controls
performed below this score which corresponds
to De Renzi and Faglioni's'2 definition of
moderate or more severe aphasia. These sub-
jects were also classified as moderate or more
severely aphasic by the standard language
examination" we employed. Their ideomotor
apraxia test score was above 63, the 95% inner
tolerance limit (Faglioni, personal commu-
nication). For each test, we left a no-decision
band. From this pattern we can identify a valid
double dissociation19 to enable the inference of
the possible existence of two separate sub-

21systems.

Results
Apraxic non-aphasic subjects
Of 699 patients, 10 were apraxic but not
aphasic as defined by our criteria (tables 1 and
2). Cases 6, 9 and 10 were dysgraphic, but
their oral language did not show aphasic
deficits.

In particular, case 6 had peripheral dys-
graphia, with ill-formed letters and the addi-
tion of strokes and found the task so difficult
that he refused to complete it, while case 10,
faced with the writing sentence task (to write a
letter), failed to put pen to paper. Case 2 was
dysarthric and it was therefore not always
possible to fully understand his pronunciation:
this explains why his scores on tasks of
production and repetition were not normal:
comprehension, however, was entirely nor-
mal.
The lesion involved also the right hemi-

sphere in four cases.' 5 7 10 Most subjects had
ischaemic lesions only. Cases 2 and 4 had a
subarachnoid haemorrhage, case 10 had an
ischaemic and a haemorrhagic lesion in the left
hemisphere and an ischaemic lesion in the
right. Seven patients (cases 1 to 7) had lesions
on CT scans localised only in subcortical
structures: in all patients except case 7, the
white matter was involved (table 1). In the
other three cases (8 to 10) the lesion also
encroached upon the cortex. Ideomotor
apraxia was mild to moderate in subcortical
lesions (range 40-52, mean 47-1), and more
severe (range 36-43, mean 38 7) in the cases
with a cortical lesion.
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Aphasic non-apraxic subjects
According to our criteria (see procedures), 149
patients were aphasic (they scored 24 or less on
the Token Test and were classified as moder-
ately or more severely aphasic by a standard
language examination), but not apraxic (ideo-
motor apraxia score equal to or higher than
63). Eighty four of these had a moderate Token
Test impairment (score from 17 to 24) accord-
ing to the classification by De Renzi and
Faglioni,'2 47 had a severe impairment (Token
Test score from 9 to 16) and 18 had a very
severe impairment (Token Test score from 0 to
8). Four patients of this latter group performed
at ceiling on ideomotor apraxia.
Twenty of them had a subcortical lesion and

129 a cortical lesion, 12 of whom also had a
right-hemisphere lesion. In the group of
patients with subcortical lesion, 4 had a lesion
involving the white matter only and 1 only the
grey nuclei. In the remaining 15 cases *the
lesions involved both white matter and grey
nuclei.
These data fulfil Shallice's'9 criteria for a

valid double dissociation as all the patients in
the first group (apraxic and non-aphasic)
performed language tests better than ideomo-
tor apraxia and in all cases better than all
subjects of the second group (that is, aphasic
and non-apraxic). On the contrary all subjects
of the second group obtained a higher ideomo-
tor apraxia score than their Token Test score,
which was also higher than all subjects in the
first group. Furthermore, they all proved to be
aphasic on a standard language examination.

Discussion
Apraxia is common in clinical practice in
association with aphasia but very seldom seen
in isolation. It is well known that aphasia can
be found without apraxia,5 1 and our data
confirm these findings. Some of the dissocia-
tions in performances were very striking in our
patient group: 4 of 18 patients with very severe
aphasia performed at the top of the score in
the ideomotor apraxia test. In this study we
also looked for the opposite pattern, that is,
apraxia without aphasia. This second pattern
(apraxia without aphasia) was less common,
but this could partly be due to the fact that the
patients we examined were referred to us
mainly because of language problems. In
accordance with our criteria we demonstrated
a double dissociation between aphasia and
apraxia in patients with left-hemisphere dam-
age.

In the present investigation 7 non-aphasic
apraxics out of 10 had a subcortical lesion.
Only 20 of our 129 aphasic non-apraxic
patients had subcortical lesions.
The cases reported here confirm the role of

white matter in the occurrence of ideomotor
apraxia in subcortical lesions,'5 22 as opposed
to grey nuclei. In the present series, the basal
ganglia were involved alone in one apraxic case
only (case 7), with a single lesion in the head of
the left caudate nucleus. In this case, however,
it is difficult to exclude involvement of the
superior occipito-frontal fasciculus, said to be

important for imitating gestures,23 24 which lies
immediately above the head of the caudate
nucleus.

Conversely, among the 20 aphasic patients
without apraxia and with a subcortical lesion,
only four had damage confined to the white
matter. In deep lesions, aphasia was mainly
due to basal ganglia and thalamus involve-
ment, and no symptoms occurred if the white
matter alone is damaged.25The reverse pattern
seems to be true for ideomotor apraxia.'5
The subcortical WM/nuclei dissociation

simply suggests that the anatomical sites for
praxis and language are separate and that these
two functions may employ two different partly
overlapping networks of the type suggested by
Mesulam for attention.26 This suggestion is
indirectly supported by two observations.
Firstly, the correlation between the severity of
the two disorders is Iow.'3 Secondly, the
dissociation is also encountered in mild Alzhei-
mer's disease in which ideomotor apraxia is
less common and severe than aphasia.27 28 In
our series there were 4 patients who were
aphasic and not apraxic with a white matter
lesion only. The long time interval between
development of the lesion and the time of
examination could be the cause of this unex-
pected result.25 2930 All our patients with a
white matter lesion were tested approximately
30 days after the stroke. Two patients improved
sufficiently to reach a normal language level in
a second examination. If aphasia is present in a
white matter lesion, it is usually mild and
recovery is generally the rule.

Bihemispheric representation of praxis was
used to explain the discrepancy between per-
sistence of aphasia and recovery from
apraxia.'3 This idea is not supported by our
observation that 6 of 10 apraxic non-aphasic
patients had a single lesion. The bihemispheric
representation of functions has also been pro-
posed post hoc in the opposite direction: Selnes
et al9 proposed (for their case of apraxia with
transient aphasia) a bilateral representation of
language but unilateral kinesthetic motor
engrams or a case ofmixed dominance. Junque
et al 13 suggested that ideomotor praxis is the
only function that does not follow a crossed
representation, because their right handed
patient with a left-hemisphere infarct had
neuropsychological disturbances compatible
with a right-hemisphere lesion, apart from
ideomotor apraxia. In crossed aphasia the
lesion is in the hemisphere ipsilateral to the
preferred hand. Selnes et al '1 claimed that
right handed patients affected by crossed
aphasia, whose lesion is in the right hemi-
sphere, do not show limb apraxia. However,
Castro-Caldas et al3' found 10 of the 52 cases
(19%) with crossed aphasia who performed
pathologically on ideomotor praxis tests.

In conclusion, our data indicate an aphasia-
apraxia double dissociation suggesting that
praxis and language use two different, partly
overlapping, networks.
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